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PREFACE
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southwestern Idaho, was selected as the Northwest Hydrology Research
Watershed,

The headquarters for this operation is the Northwest

Hydrology Research Center in Boise, Idaho,.
This study was initiated as a research project of the North
west Hydrology Research Center, coordinated with the Department of
Watershed Management, University of Arizona.
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ABSTRACT

Crown leaf

area' of mountain big sagebrush3 Artemisia tridentata

subsp • .vaseyana _(Rydb „) s can be reliably measured by dividing crown
leaf volume by mean

leaf thickness*

The largest, contribution to the

variability of leaf

area is from bush-to-bush differences*

The best model of the relation between crown leaf area and bush
Is

ln(Y) = a + b.ln(X)

where Y is croxm leaf area and X is crown leaf weight.
the data better than the transform.,

This model fits
’

b
Y = aX , .

r.

because the variance of croxm leaf area is proportional to bush size.
Croxm leaf area varies directly with bush weight3 bush volume,
stem weight, and stem volume, However, croxm leaf area varies as a
power function of the linear dimensions of the croxm, area of the croxm
ellipse, and surface area of the croxm.

INTRODUCTION

Leaves are the major coupling .through which many inter
actions occur between a plant community and its environment.
Leaves regulate the disposition of the energy and water that a
plant community receives, through their size, shape, surface properties',
and spatial arrangement.
Leaf size and shape influence biological,, physical, and
hydrological processes.

The basic biological processes of plant •

metabolism; photosynthesis (Verduin, 1953), net assimilation (Shia
et al., 1960), and respiration (Nomoto, 1964), are directly related
to the leaf size.
Physical processes like the partitioning of radiant energy
(Meyer and Anderson, 1952) and the transfer of convective'energy
(Gates, 1962) are functions of the shape and surface properties of
leaves.

Hydrologic processes such as interception (Leonard, 1967),

redistribution of precipitation (Eschner,. 1967) and transpiration
are influenced by leaf properties.
Not only do properties of Individual leaves affect the
disposition of energy and water, but collectively, the spatial
arrangement of leaves determines the structure of the canopy,
which in turn influences environmental processes at a much larger
scale.

Photosynthetic efficiency is a function of the attenuation

of shortwave radiation, which is related linearly to the vertical
1

distribution of leaf surfaces (Allen and Brown, 1965)9 as well as .
the horizontal distribution of leaf area (Donald and Black, 1958;
Eik and Kanway, 1966).

The physical processes of turbulent transfer

of energy and. water vapor are significantly influenced by the
structure of the canopy (Philip, .1964; Wright and Lemon, 1966)
and its aero dynamic surface (Cionco, 1963) • •:The hydro logic process:
of evapotranspiration is also influenced by the spatial arrangement
of leaves (Douglass, 1967;- Knoerr, 1967; Tanner* 1957).
The management of a landscape for any desired product
implies managing or manipulating the plant canopy, Because plant
canopies are the coupling between many ecologic and hydrologic
processes, land managers must understand their role in regulating
ecosystems, in order to predict the effects of management or manipu
lation.

But even before the role of plant.canopies can be analyzed

rigorously, we must first measure and characterize the distribution
of the basic functional units —

leaves.

Objectives

Leaf area has been measured and estimated by many methods.
Most methods were developed for plants with large simple leaves or
large compound leaves. Few methods are directly applicable to very
small irregularly shaped leaves such as those of sagebrush.

There

fore, the first objective of this investigation was to develop or
adapt a method for measuring the leaf area of sagebrush.

The second objective was to examine and compare three
models of the relation between crown leaf area and leaf weight and
the relation between crown leaf area and bush size.

This investigation was confined to mountain big sagebrush,
Artemisia tridentata subsp. vaseyana (Rydb.). It occurs on, approxi2
.mately 260,000 km of rangeland in the western United States
(Beetle, 1960)

principally in Wyoming and Montana,.

Definitions

■

Several terms, to be used in this thesis are defined here: •
Leaf area. Leaf area will refer to the area of only one

side of the leaf.

Leaf surface will refer to the area of the

entire surface.
Crown leaf area.

Crown leaf area will be taken to mean the

collective leaf area of all the leaves on a plant.
Direct methods. Direct refers to those methods which
measure leaf area in absolute units, such as square centimeters.
Relative methods. Relative refers to those methods which
measure area by statistical best-estimators such as point sums (dot
grids) and length sums (line intercepts) .
Implicit methods.' Implicit refers to methods that do not
measure leaf area itself, but instead some property of leaves which
is physically or geometrically related to leaf area, e.g., weight
or volume.

Air dry weight. Air dry weight is obtained after allowing
the plant .material to dry under environmental conditions until no
further changes in weight, are. detected*
Significance* Tests of the null hypothesis were, considered
significant if the probability of a Type I error was greater than

0 .05.

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Methods of Measuring,Leaf Area

Spurr (1960, p. 157-165) reviewed several general methods
for measuring planar areas per se as applied to map areas»

The

common methods for measuring leaf area are discussed in Milthrope.
(1956) and are summarized by Jenkins (1959),

In this report all

methods were grouped according to whether the measurement;of leaf
area is direct, relative, or implicit•
Direct methods. Leaf area can be measured directly by
mathematical integration,'mensurational formulae, and mechanical
planimetering. Mathematical integration requires that the shape
of the leaf outline be expressed or approximated by a mathematical
formula.

Except for very simple shapes,• fitting the appropriate

formula to a leaf outline is difficult.

Mensuration formulae can

be applied to leaves with irregular outlines by fitting regular
geometric figures such as triangles, squares, circles* etc, to
different parts of the leaf, determining their areas * and summing
the results. Finally, the areas of any shape can be measured
directly by planimetering the traced or projected outline..
. Direct measurement methods are generally time consuming
and tedious. Their accuracy depends on leaf size and shape.
Small leaves with irregular outlines produce large measurement
error.

Considering the natural variation of leaf size and shape
5

on the same plant, the use of these methods is impractical except,
for detailed studies of growth patterns•of individual leaves.
Relative methods. These methods.can be applied to area
measurement of leaves of any shape or size.

Areas of individual

leaves, or of a collection of leaves, can be measured by these
methods.
Anderson and Binnie (1961) provided a proof of the method
of point and length sums.

For the method of point or length sums,

consider leaves scattered over a sheet of paper and covered with
a piece of glass to keep them flat.
For the method of point.sums, leaf area is calculated by
the formula:
A = At(n/N)
where A is leaf area, A

is the total area of the sheet of paper,

n is the. number of points falling on the leaves,, and E is the
total number of points counted.
The reliability of this method increases with N.

An

accepted formula (Spurr, 1960) for determining the total'number
of points which must be counted is
2 -2

N = P(l-P)it E

where N is the total number of points to be counted, P is the
assumed decimal fraction of the total area covered by leaves,
jt is the value chosen from a jt-table with infinite degrees of
freedom for the probability desired, and E is the allowable error
of P (expressed as a decimal fraction).

For the method of length sums.,, leaf .area is calculated by the
foAmila.:

:

-

:

A ^ A^[Z(1.)/Z(L.) ] •
where A Is leaf

-

.

area, A is the total area of the sheet of paper«>

; 14iis the length of the ith line segment crossing individual leaves9
and

is the total length of the ith line.. The reliability of this

method increases with the nttmber:of lines crossing the sheet.
A useful electronic area calculator, based on an electrical
analog/of the principle of length sums, digitizes area directly in
square inches» An acetate: grid is placed over

the leaf and the leaf

outline is traced on the overlay with a stylus which is connected
to a high-speed digital counter.

The horizontal guide lines on the

overlay are traced from one side of the leaf outline:to the other
and the total area is displayed directly on the counter.
The method of point sums is used for measuring leaf area
with an inexpensive minature grid described by Hart (1965) * Leaves
are placed in a shallow tray and covered with a piece of 0.5-inch
mesh hardware cloth.

The number of intersections which lie directly

over a leaf are counted, divided by the total number of grid inter
sections, and multiplied by the total area of the tray to obtain
the estimate of leaf area in square inches.
•

For any of the methods of relative measure, the..problem of

handling leaves can be simplified by first preparing positive or
negative silhouettes by photographic, blueprint, Ozalid or Xerox
processes.

'

.

.

:

:

•

"

-

8

Implicit methods, Optical planimetry is the most common

method of measuring leaf areas implicitly.

Leaves are placed, in the

path of a light beam of known intensity and the attenuated light is
measured with a photocell, whose output is calibrated to read leaf
area directly.
Early optical planimeters (Frear, 1935; Gerdel and Salter,
1928; Kramer, 1937; Mitchell, 1936; Winthrow, 1935) did not use
collimated light beams and they usually produced a considerable
amount of heat. A modern version was designed by Miller, Shadbolt,
and Holm (1956),
A recent article (Davis, et al., 1966) describes an optical
planimeter which utilizes advances of modern optics.

Two large

Fresnel-type field lenses are used in its construction.

One lens is

above the leaves to collimate the beam and the other below the leaves
to focus the transmitted light on a photocell.

Detached leaves are

placed in the field of collimated light and the photocell response is
read directly in leaf area.
The measurement error by optical planimeters is directly .
proportional to the amount of light transmitted.

Also, because

photocell response is nonlinear, separate calibration curves must be
prepared for different leaf sizes. One usually ignores small errors
caused by different reflection and absorption coefficients of leaves
from different plants.
A novel air-flow planimeter described by Jenkins (1959)
consists of a suction pump which draws air through two perforated

plates. Leaves are placed dn the specimen plate, the other measuring
plate is fixed with a moveable slide. Before the leaves are placed
on the specimen plate, a datum pressure is obtained with the measuring
plate completely covered * Leaves are then placed on the specimen
plate and the moveable slide is adjusted to return the airflow to
the datum pressure.

The exposed area of the measuring grid is then

equal to the leaf area.

This value is read directly from a calibrated

scale on the measuring grid.

The measurement error of the instrument

is inversely proportional to the pressure change.
Perhaps the simplest implicit measurement method for leaf
areas is the weight-apportioning method.

Leaf prints are prepared

by any of the reproduction methods discussed earlier.

The total

weight and area of the entire sheet is determined and then the leaf
prints are carefully cut out and weighed.

It is assumed that the

density of the paper is uniform throughout, therefore weight is
directly proportional to area.

The formula for leaf area is

A = W1 (At/Wt)

where A is leaf area,

is the weightof the leaf print cutouts,

is the total area of the sheet, and

is the total weight of the

sheet.
If the geometric relation between leaf area and leaf volume
can be formulated conveniently, the volumetric method provides an
implicit measure of leaf area.

For broadleaf species, the leaf is

assumed to be laminar and leaf area is obtained by dividing leaf
volume by thickness.

For leaves that can be approximated by a

(4)
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cylindrical shape, leaf surface is obtained by dividing the leaf
volume by one half the radius,; Even for conifer needles, a more exact
formula is easily developed considering the number of needles per
faside' and the geometry of each needle (Baker, 1948; Kozlowski and
Schumacher, 1943)*
The total leaf volume of entire plants can be measured by
the buoyancy method.

Applying the principle that a submerged, object

is buoyed up with a force equal to the weight of liquid it displaces,
leaf volume, is obtained by measuring the volume of the plant,
removing the leaves, and measuring the volume of the stems.

Leaf

volume is the difference between the two volume determinations.

Methods of Estimating Leaf Area

Most investigators have developed regression equations to
estimate leaf area from linear dimensions.

Once such a relation has

been developed, the leaf area of individual leaves, can be estimated
„without detaching the leaves.

Although better prediction equations

can be developed from leaf weight, linear'dimensions are preferred
because they can be easily obtained for most leaves.

However,

this method is impractical if the leaves are small.
The regression equation is linear if the leaf size is uniform
and curvilinear if leaf sizes vary appreciably.

Ackley, Crandall

and Bussell (1958) developed linear equations for estimating leaf
area of horticultural plants from leaf length, leaf width, and
their product and sum.

Ashley, Boss, and Bennett (1963) .found that

11
a linear regression equation developed from leaf width measured, at
two-thirds the distance from the leaf tip of cotton predicted leaf
area satisfactory« Epstein and Robinson (1965) obtained best
predictions of the area of potato leaves using the logarithm of leaf
length and. the logarithm of leaf area.

Langer (1956) reported

similar results for grasses and Wendt (1967),has found that regression
equations developed from the logarithm of leaf length and the
logarithm of leaf area are generally more applicable for both simple
and compound leaves.

Methods of Estimating Crown Leaf Area

Methods for estimating leaf area for individual plants and
common field crops do not easily predict crown leaf area of large
shrubs or trees.

Kittredge (1944) developed the most commonly used

method for estimating the amount of foliage of trees.

He assumed that

the amount of foliage, expressed as leaf weight was directly
proportional to leaf area.

Using data from the literature, he plotted

total weight of leaves per tree against diameter breast height (d.b.h.)
on double-logarithmic paper and obtained linear curves for conifers
and broadleaf trees in the form:
log(Y) = a + b •log(X),
where Y is amount of foliage and X is d.b.h.

'

He studied the

influence of factors such as site quality, dominance, and stand
density on the parameters of the equations and reported that the
influence of site and age could not be established.

(5)
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Cable (1958) applied this relation developed by Kittredge
to estimate .the surface area of ponderosa pine, . He found that the
weight of foliage (Y) in kilograms was related to d.b.h. (X) in
inches by the following equation:
logCY) = -0.89 + 1.88 log(X).

(6)

To estimate crown leaf surface area, Cable.developed linear
relations between mean fascicle weight and leaf surface area. . Crown
leaf surface area was estimated by the mean surface area per fascicle.
Attiwill (1962) studied the relation between branch, leaf area
and branch girth of eucalyptus.

Using Kittredge’s relationship he

showed that the branch leaf weight (Y) in grams, was related to branch
girth (X) in inches as follows:
log(Y) =
To estimate

1.82 4- 1.66 log(X).

(7)

crown leaf area Attiwill determinedthe ratio of

leaf area to oven-dry weight.

By measuring the girth of first

order branches of a tree, the total crown, leaf weight was estimated
and converted to crown leaf area by multiplying this estimate by the
ratio of leaf area to oven-dry leaf weight.
Nomoto (1964) examined the relation between crown leaf
2
2
weight and d.b.h., (d.b.h.) , and (d.b.h.) times height of two
species of beech and one species of oak.

He concluded that the

following relation provided the best fit for the three species:
log(Y) =
where Y is oven-dry
in centimeters.

-1.95 1 1.94 log(X)

crown leaf weight in kilogramsand X

(8)
is d.b.h.

13
Nomoto.determined the ratio o f .leaf area to.oven-dry .leaf
weight and,reported the following equation for the relation between
crown leaf area and d.fc.h«:
log(Y) = -0.34 + 1.71 log(X)

(9)

where Y is crown leaf area in square meters and X is d.b.h. in
centimeters.
Kittredge (1945) later applied the methods he developed for
estimating crown leaf area of trees to chaparral species. He
determined ratios of leaf surface area to oven-dry leaf weight for
ceanothus and manzanita.

Then he developed equations of the relation

between the oven-dry crown leaf weight (Y) in kilograms and the
diameter of the shrub crown in feet (X) for ceanothus and manzanita,
respectively:
log(Y) = -1.79 + 2.27 log(X)

(10)

log(Y) = -1,46 +2.13 log(X).

(11)

From these equations, the predicted leaf weight was multiplied by
the ratio of leaf area to leaf weight to obtain crown leaf area.

Leaf Area Relations

Dimensional model. Surface area-size relations are useful
properties for characterizing many physical systems,

Brody (1945)

has successfully applied the same concept to characterize surface
properties of animals. Therefore, the same concept was extended

14

.

to plants to examine the relation ..between leaf area and .bush size.
Using dimensional analysis3 Brody .derived the model, .
Y = a,Xb
of the relation of

body

'

surface area (Y) to animal

(12)
size (X) ,Where

size refers to volume, weight or physical dimensions.
Allometric model. Another relation between different
dimensions of the same plant or animal was proposed by Huxley (1932)
who derived a model of the form:
. In(Y) » a + b.ln(X)

(13)

where X and Y represent different dimensions of the same plant or .
animal.

If the dimensions being compared change at the same rate

the equation

takes the simple linear form.

at different

rates then

If the

dimensionschange

the equation represents the general form for

differential change.
The dimensional and allometric models are a transform pair.
However, when one uses least squares analysis to fit the parameters
of the models he assumes that the errors, are normally distributed
for the dimensional model, whereas he assumes they are log-normally
distributed for the allometric model.

Therefore I will treat the

two forms as different models throughout this paper.

DESCRIPTION OF STUDY AREA

The Reynolds Creek Experimental Watershed, located in the
Owyhee Mountains of southwestern Idaho, was established by the
Northwest Watershed Research Center as an outdoor laboratory for the
hydrologic investigations of sagebrush rangelands (Robins, Kelly,
and Hamon, 1965).

The research reported here was carried on in a

selected study basin in the higher reaches of the watershed.
Elevations in the study basin range.from 2000 to 2128 m, MSI.,
The loam soils (Mollisols) in the study basin developed from the
residual of weathered rhyolite.
64 cm, mostly occurring as snow.

Annual precipitation is approximately
Topography is characterized by

gentle windward southwest-facing slopes and steep northeast-facing
lee slopes.

Snow distribution is extremely variable, ranging from

less than 3 dm to over 6 m within 30 m distances.
Mountain big sagebrush is the principle species occurring
on the study basin.

Leaf width and growth form are the most

distinctive characteristics separating this species from big
sagebrush, Artemisia tridentata Nutt, subsp. tridentata (Marchand and
McLean, 1966).

Typically mountain big sagebrush grows in uniform

flat-topped stands.

Heights are fairly uniform, but crown diameters

vary considerably,' Bush vigor ranges from thrifty to overmature. Older
bushes tend to have a spreading-decumbent growth form (Beetle, 1960).
.

■

METHODS

Field Methods

To choose a sampling area, I delineated a mountain big
sagebrush community on aerial photographs and selected a uniform stand
growing on a single soil type using an overlay of the soils mapped in
the study basin.
facing slope.

The sampling area is situated on a 3% southwest-

The elevation of the sampling area is 2095 m, MSL.

Sagebrush crown cover is approximately 20%.

Herbaceous basal

cover, comprised mainly of Idaho fescue (Festuca idahoensis Elmer.)
is approximately 15%.
Stratification. Bushes were stratified on size and vigor.
Three size classifications based on the maximum crown dimension were
selected: small, less than 25 cm; medium, between 25 and 75 cm;
and large, greater than 75 cm.
Three vigor strata (thrifty, mature, and overmature) were
established on the basis of crown shape, foliage density, and growth
form.

Bushes with regular continuous crown shapesdense foliage, and

nearly erect stems were classified as thrifty; bushes with irregular,
continuous crown shapes, full foliage, and spreading branched stems
were classified as mature; bushes with irregular but discontinuous
crown shapes, thin foliage with dead portions of the crown, and
spreading decumbent stems were classified as over-mature.16

■

'

'

'

■

Sampling. From.the two way size-vigor classification,
the small and medium, size classes .of the mature stratum were chosen
for this investigation. Two sets of 25 completely randomized pointswere located by random distances and directions.. The bush nearest
the random point was sampled, .The small set of bushes was collected
in the fall of 1962 and the medium set of bushes was collected in
the summer of 1963.
• Field measurements. After each bush was selected, the length of the long and short diameters of the crown were recorded to the
nearest 1 cm.

For the set of small bushes, a black cloth;was spread

beneath each bush and a vertical photograph of the crown was taken.
Before each bush was removed, its branches were gathered into
a compact bundle and bound with soft iron wire. The trunk was then
sawed off at ground level.

Laboratory Methods
\
Methods used in the laboratory are described below.

In

addition, estimates of variance components due to bushes, samples
from bushes, and leaves from samples are given in the Appendix.
Variance components are given for leaf area, weight, and thickness.
Leaf area. The buoyancy method was selected for measuring
crown leaf area because this technique obviates the difficulties of
handling individual leaves. Crown leaf volume was measured as the
difference between total bush volume (stems with leaves attached) and
stem volume (leaves removed). This value of crown leaf volume was

'

/
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divided by an average leaf thickness value obtained from leaf
samples. Since the buoyancy method involves the measurement of
hydrostatic forces, which are equivalent to weights in a static
system, the necessary bush components were weighed concurrently with
volume determinations *
Independent samples. To compare the results of the buoyancy
method of measuring leaf area, leaf area was also estimated on
independent 50-leaf samples by the length sums method.

These

estimates of leaf area and their corresponding leaf weight measurements
provided an independent estimate of the relation between leaf area
and leaf weight that was compared to the relation derived from the
leaf area measurements obtained from the buoyancy method.
Leaf samples were obtained from 25 small and medium bushes
.randomly selected.

Two 50-leaf samples were obtained from each bush.

The leaves were removed and quartered successively until the first
50 leaves were counted out. The leaves were mixed and quartered
successively again to obtain a second 50-leaf sample.
The leaf samples were placed in a plant press and allowed to
air dry.

After drying at room temperature for 10 days, leaf weights

were about constant. Weights were measured to the nearest 0.001 g.
Two silhouettes were prepared for each 50-leaf sample. The
leaves were scattered between mylar sheets and an Ozalid print was
produced.
made.

The same leaves were rescattered and a second print was

No effort was made to distribute the leaves either uniformly

or randomly between the sheets, but overlapping and clumped leaves
were redistributed.

19
A 1-by l~cm grid was drawn over the leaf silhouettes and
the sum of intercepted lengths was" measured.

The ratio of the sum

of intercepted lengths to total length was multiplied by the area of
the print to convert to leaf area,
Volumetric determinations.. Total bush volume, stem volume,
and leaf volume were measured with an apparatus consisting of a
water tank with a low friction pulley mounted in the bottom (Fig. 1).
A thin radio tuning cable was passed through the pulley and attached
to a triple-beam balance mounted above the tank.

For measuring the

buoyant force, the free end of the cable was attached to a submerged
plant and the force just necessary to balance the plantTs tendency
to rise was measured to the nearest 0.05 g . This measurement plus
the weight of the bush in air is numerically equal to its volume in
the metric system.
The bushes were prepared for volume determinations by
removing the wire binding and weighing them.

They were then

waterproofed with a 50% aerosol emulsion of ethanol and silicone.
Weights, before and after spraying were not significantly different
according to Brandt Ts (1932) test.
The entire bush was then submerged and the weight necessary
to balance the upward force of the water was measured.

After the

volume of a bush was measured it was air-dried and the leaves were
removed and weighed.

After removal of the leaves, the stems were

weighed and their volume was determined in the same manner as used
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for bush, volume.

Leaf volume was .obtained by. subtracting .stem .volume '

from total volume for each .bush.
Bush component weights. •Entire bushes and their components
(leaves and stems) were air dried and weighed to the nearest 0.05 g
during the volume determinations. No weight.changes were detected
after drying five weeks at room temperature.
-Leaf thickness. Leaf thicknesses were determined by .
micrometer .measurements.

Three leaf samples were collected for these

measurements; one in the fall of 1962, one in the summer of 1963,
and one in the fal;l of 1964.

Measurements

were taken over the

mid-rib of the leaf to standardize comparisons. Thickness was
measured to the nearest 0.01 mm.

.

The leaf thickness distributions from the three samples were
compared by the Kolomogorov-Smirnov statistic (Miller and Kahn, 1962) *
The distribution of the two samples collected in the fall were, not
different, however, the leaf thickness distribution of the samples
collected during the summer was different from both fall samples.
The fall samples were pooled and the average leaf thickness was used
for subsequent calculations..
Spatial distribution of crown leaves. The vertical arrangement
of leaves was determined in the field by successively sectioning
1 cm layers from several sagebrush crowns with hedging shears.
The leaf and stem material were weighed separately.
Visual estimates of the percent of the horizontal projection
of the crown occupied by leaves were made- from vertical photographs,
using standard charts for comparison (Terry and Chilingar, 1955).
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Derived measurements. From the long and short diameters,
their squared values, the area of the ellipse, and one-half the
surface area of a prolate spheroid were derived and used as. additional
measures of bush size.

"?

Ellipse area is calculated with the formula:
A = TTab

.

(14)

where A is the area of an ellipse, a is the semimajor axis, and b is
the semiminor axis.
A prolate spheroid is the solid obtained by rotating an
ellipse around its major axis.

Its surface area is calculated with

the formula;
S = 21T[a i (b /e) sin

e]

(15)

where S is the surface area, a and b as defined above, and e is the
eccentricity in radians.
Classification of variables. The collected measures of bush
components and bush size are highly intercorrelated.

These high

correlations arise both from functional interdependencies characteristic
of the bush, and from the manner in which the variables were measured
or derived.

Therefore, out of a number of combinations of variables,

only one independent variable was used in each comparison with crown
leaf area.
Measures of bush size. Laboratory measures of bush size
included stem weight, total bush weight, stem volume, and total bush
volume.

Field measures included the long and short diameters, their

squared values, ellipse area and one-half, the surface area of a
prolate spheroid.

>.
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Typically, heights .of.mountain big sagebrush do not vary
appreciably ,• My .measurements confirmed this., .therefore .height was
not included as a variable in this analysis.

Analysis Methods -

Interdependent variables. The measures of bush size used
in analysis were functionally, or computationally interdependent with
crown leaf area.

When there is no logical justification for

designating either of the variables as dependent or independent or
when both variables are subject to errors, conventional regression
analysis does not extract the essential information (Acton, 1959).
The reduced major axis analysis recommended by Miller and
Kahn (1962) was used to determine the relation between crown leaf
area and bush size.

Reduced major axis analysis is a mathematical

technique for determining the equation relating interdependent
variables.
The reduced major axis is the line which minimizes the sums
of the areas of the triangles formed by drawing vertical and
horizontal lines from each data point to the calculated line.
Major advantages of the reduced major axis analysis are that it
makes no assumptions of which variable is dependent and the relation
is invariant under change of scale (Imbrie, 1956).
Properties of the reduced major axis have been discussed
by Kermack and Haldane (1950) and Kruskal (1953).

For the relation
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between two interdependent variables, Y and X, the equation for the
slope (b) is
b = sy/sx

where sy and

(16)

are the standard deviations of Y and X respectively.

The standard error of the slope (s^) is

sb = b [(1 - r2)/n]^

(17)

where n is the number of observations and r is the correlation
coefficient.
The intercept (a) is found by the following relation:
a = (y - bx)

(18)

where y and x are the mean values of Y and X.

The standard error of

the intercept (s^) is
sa = sy [(l - r2)/n*(l + x2/sx2)]^.

(19)

Criteria for comparing reduced major axis equations have been
given by Imbrie (1956).

The null hypothesis for slopes is tested

using the statistic:
Z = (b1 - b2)/(sb2 + sb2)^.

To testcoincidence of
Z = [Xo(b1 - b2) +

was used.

(20)

the lines at a point, the statistic,

(ab - a2)]/[sb2(Xo -

2 + sb2(X^ -

(21)

Where Xq is the point being considered and Z is a standard

normal deviate.
Data screen. Several inconsistent volume measurements
justified testing the data for outliers.

During some volume

■ '

■
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measurements, water absorption by the.bushes caused the.buoyant force
to continually change.

These.determinations.were noted at the time..

In other instances anomalous.readings were apparently caused by air
trapped in the foliage.

Either case obviously would, bias volume•

measurementsso, before the data were analized, a test for outliers
(Dixon, 1950, 1951) was applied to the distribution of the ratio of
crown leaf area to leaf weight.
Models, Models of the relation of leaf area to bush size
were fitted to the data by different techniques. Model I,
Y = a h bX,

(22)

(the linear model) was fitted by conventional regression analysis.
Model II,
ln(Y) = a + b •In (X) ,

(23)

(the allometric model) was fitted by reduced major axis analysis.
And Model III,
b
Y = aX ,

(24)

(the dimensional model) was fitted by iterative nonlinear least
squares.

For each model, Y is leaf area, X is a measure of plant size.
Comparison of models. The three models were compared by the

general index of fit (Furnival, 1961):
i = S y ^ i f ’c h r 1
where I is a relative index of fit, s
is the standard error of
y-x •
estimate, and [f’(Y)] is the geometric mean of the first derivative
of the dependent, function with respect to Y .

(25)
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The standard error of estimate for each model was calculated
according to the formula by Steel and Torrie (1960):
Sy ^ =

[Z(P -

Y )/(n

-

2)]^

(26)

where y is the estimated value, Y is the corresponding observed value,
and n is the number of observations.
If the dependent variable is in natural units, the index is
identical to the standard error of estimate.

When the dependent

variable is weighted or transformed, the index is analagous to an
average standard error of estimate transformed to natural units.
either

case the smaller the index, the better the fit of the

model. < -

ForModels I and III, Y is in natural units so thenumerical
value of the index of fit is the standard error of estimate.

For

Model II, the dependent variable is a function of Y, therefore the
index of fit was calculated using equation (25).

In

RESULTS: M B DISCUSSION

Crown Leaf Area •/

Crown leaf- area measurements 5 determined by dividing leaf
volume by leaf thickness3 can contain large errors.

Because leaf

volume was determined as the difference between bush volume and stem
volume, errors in either measurement are'contained in. the value of
crown leaf volume.

The two main sources for errors, .bubbles becoming

entrapped in the foliage during bush volume measurements and water
becoming absorbed on the bark during stem volume measurements, would
cause inflated values of leaf volume.

Even larger errors in values

of crown leaf area would result when leaf volume was divided by leaf
thickness.

This exaggeration would result from the operation of

dividing a relatively large number by a relatively small number.
To remove anomalous values of crown leaf area, the data were
screened for outliers (Dixon, 1950).

This screening reduced the

sample size of small and medium bushes to 17 and 20 respectively.
Crown leaf area ranged from about 400 to 1200 crn^ for the remaining
small bushes and from about 1400 to 4500 cm

2

for the remaining

medium bushes.

Relation of Crown Leaf Area to Crown Leaf Weight

The crown leaf area-crown leaf weight data collected from the
small and medium bushes were used to examine the relation between leaf
27

area.and leaf weight. . The data, for the small and .medium bushes .were
fit separately to the linear, all.ame.tric, and dimensional models
(Models 1, II, and III respectively).

The index of fit was calculated

for each model and the results indicated that the allometrlc model fit
the data for both the small and medium bushes better than either the
linear or dimensional model.
The two estimates of the parameters of Model II,one from

the

small bush data and one from the medium bush data, were tested to see
if they differed significantly.

According to the tests suggested by

Imbrie (1956), the estimates of the parameters were not different, so
the data for the small and medium bushes were pooled.

The equation

from the pooled data was
ln(Y) = 4.04 + 1.03 In(X)

(27

where Y is crown leaf area and X is crown leaf weight.
To provide an independent set of leaf area-leaf- weight data
with which to check the parameters estimated from the small and medium
bushes, length sums estimates of leaf area were obtained from leaf
samples. These estimates of the area of 50 leaves ranged from 3 to
2
11 cm . From these estimates of leaf area and their corresponding

weights, the parameters of Model II were fit.

,

.•

The resulting estimates of the parameters were then tested to
see If they were different from the parameters estimated with the
pooled data from the small and medium bushes.

The tests were not

significant, therefore it was concluded that the leaf area-leaf weight

relation was the same, whether'er.own .leaf •area .measurements or sample
estimates of leaf area were used.
For the pooled data, for small and medium bushes, the equations,
their, indexes of fit and r

2

for the- three models were:

Equation.

H

42.6+64.9 X

II
III

I
I

Model

Index.of Fit

ln(Y) = 4.04 + 1.03 In(X)
Y = 58.5 X1 ’02

r2

174

.98

97

.99

174

■ ■ • .98

Inspection of Fig* 2 suggests that the variability of crown
leaf area is proportional to crown leaf weight.

Since a logarithmic

transformation is appropriate for stabilizing this type of variability
(Bartlett, 1947), fitting Model II (Fig. 3)"satisifies the form of the .
model derived by Huxley (Eq. 13) as well as the assumptions implicit in
regression theory (Snedecor, 1962).

The somewhat poorer fits of Models

I and III may be due.to the nonradditivity of the associated errors.
Since the coefficient of ln(X) in Model II is essentially 1.00,
one might assume that crown leaf area is linearly related to crown
leaf weight.

However, the index of fit shows that the logarithms of

crown leaf area and crown leaf weight are linearly related.
Examining the three models in turn: Model I urirealistically.
implies that when crown leaf weight is zero, crown leaf area is
2

42.6 cm ; Model II implies that when X becomes very small, the logarithm
of the ratio of crown leaf area to crown leaf weight is 4.04.
Model III implies that crown leaf area is zero when crown leaf weight
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is zero. Further work to test these same models for mountain big sage
brush in other areas as well as for other species of sagebrush would be
desirable.

Relation of Crown leaf Area to Bush Size

For the analysis of the relation between crown leaf area and
laboratory and field measures of bush size, the small and medium data
sets were pooled,.

Throughout the following discussions, I will refer

to this set of pooled data.
Laboratory measures. Laboratory measures of bush size were
highly interrelated with each other and with crown leaf area.

Simple,

linear correlations illustrate the redundant information contained in
this set of measures (Table 1).

Scatter diagrams of crown leaf area

and the laboratory measures of bush size also illustrate a common
pattern (Fig. 4).
Models of the relation between crown leaf area and each labora
tory measure of bush size were fitted by the methods described.

The

indexes of fit, calculated for each measure and model were:

Model

Bush
Weight

■

Bush
Volume

Stem
Weight

Stem
Volume

I

595

533

721

688

II

224

286

403

496

III

528

488

.633

611

showing Model II consistently provided the best fit for each relation.

Table 1.

Simple linear correlations among laboratory.measures of:
bush size; pooled data for small and.medium bushes

Bush
Volume.
Bush
Volume
Bush
Weight
Stem
Volume
Stem
Weight
Leaf
Area

1.00

Bush
Weight

Stem
.Volume

Stem
Weight

.99

.99

.99

.93

.99

.99

.91

1 o00

.99

.88

1.00

1.00 .

Leaf
Area

.87
1.00
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.The equations of Model II for the laboratory .measurements of
bush size were:

Measure.of.Bush Size

Equation.

Bush Weight

ln(Y) = 2.47 + 1.00 ln(X)

Bush Volume

ln(Y) = 2.00 + 1.03 ln(X)

Stem Weight

ln(Y) = 2.58 + 1.03 ln(X)

Stem Volume

ln(Y) = 2.52 + 0.99 ln(X)

where Y is crown leaf area and X is a laboratory measure of.bush size.
These equations are easily interpreted by examining the coeffi
cient of ln(X), the slope.

If it is equal to 1.00, crown leaf area

increases at the same rate as bush size; if it is less than 1.00,
crown leaf area increases with bush size at a decreasing rate; if it
is greater than 1.00, crown leaf area increases with bush size at an
increasing rate.
The slopes for all the relations between crown leaf area and
bush size do not differ significantly from 1.00 (Fig. 5). Relative
X
'
to these measures of bush size, crown leaf area changes directly and
at the same rate as bush weight, bush volume, stem weight, and stem
volume.

1Surface area-size relationships are important

in biology.

Brody (1945) has demonstrated their application in animal energetics.
Using the dimensional Model III, he found that, for animals, the
exponent was always less than 1.00.
For animals, an exponent less than 1.00 reflects the fact
that surface area continues to increase with size but

at a decreasing
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For plants with indeterminate growth, leaf

area would continue to increase at the same rate as plant size until limited by some environmental factor.
Field measures. Field measures of bush size are intercorrelated
by geometric formulae as well as being correlated with leaf area
(Table 2).

Scatter diagrams display the curvilinear relations (Fig. 6).

The relations between crown leaf area and field measures of bush
a were fitted to each model

Their indexes of fit were:

Model

Long
.Short
Diameter Diameter

Long
Diameter
Squared

Short
Diameter
Squared

Crown . Crown
Ellipse-. Surface
Area
Area

I

553

603

603

721

590

610

II

417

459

417

459

383

393

III

596

720

596

721

596

615

Model II consistently
The
were:

provided the best

fit for eachrelation.

equations for Model II ofthe field

measurements of bush size

•

Measure of Bush Size

In(Y) = -1.92 + 2.49 In (X)

Long Diameter

ln(Y) = -1.53 + 2.53 ln(X)

Short Diameter
(Long Diameter)

Equation

2

(Short Diameter)

2

ln(Y) = -1.92 + 1.24 ln(X)
In(Y) = -1.54 + 1.27 ln(X)

Crown Ellipse

Area

In(Y) = -1.55 + 1.27 ln(X)

Crown Surface

Area

ln(Y) = -3.25 + 1.28 ln(X)

where. Y is crown leaf area and X is a field measure of bush size.

Table 2.

Long
Diam.
Short
Diam.
Long
Diam.
Squared
Short
Diam.
Squared
Crown
Ellipse
Area

Simple linear correlations among field measures of. bush size
pooled data for small and medium bushes

Long
Diam,

Short
Diam.

Long
Diam.
Squared

Crown
Short
Ellipse
Diam.
Squared. Area

1.00

.92

.98

.90

.91

.91

.92

1.00

.88

.99

.96

.96

.87

1.00

.88

.97

.97

.91

1.00

.97

.97

.87

1.00

.99

.91

1.00

.91

Crown
Surface
Area
Crown
Leaf
Area

Crown
Surface
Area

Crown
Leaf
Area
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The slope of these equations for crown leaf area and the
various measures of bush size were all different and greater than 1,00
(Fig. 7),

Crown leaf area increases at an increasing rate relative to

these dimensions.
These slopes are of the same order as those found by others
working with the same model of the crown leaf weight-plant size
relation (Table 3).

Although d.b.h. was usually the standard measure

of tree size, Kittredge (1945) used crown diameter for two chaparral
species arid Attiwill (1962) used branch girth.

The slopes of my

relations between crown leaf area and long diameter are similar to the
values reported by Kittredge.
Satoo (1962) demonstrated that the slopes and intercept values
also reflect competition within a stand. For,Japanese red pine, he
reported the following slopes and intercepts from stands with different
spacings between trees:

Spacing (m)

Slope

Intercept

2.0

1.86

-1.21

1.5

2.46

-1.88

1.0

3.21

-2.55

0.5

3.28

-2.54

If it.is assumed that increasing competition imposes a
physiological stress similar to that of increasingly poorer soil-water
relations, a striking comparison is. found in a report by Mason and
Hutchings (1967) in which they developed equations for estimating
forage yield of Utah juniper from crown diameter.

Their report
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Table 3.

Slope values reported in studies using the relation,
log(Y) = a + b'log(X) where Y is crown leaf weight
and X is d.b.h.,girth, or crown diameter

Species

Slope

Reference

Conifer
Ponderosa pine

1.15 - 1.47

Cable,

White pine

1.47 - 2.32

Kittredge, 1944

Jack pine

2.87 - 3.15

Kittredge, 1944

Scotch pine

2.10 - 3.30

Kittredge, 1944

1958

Red pine

2.56

Kittredge, 1944

Douglass fir

1.96

Kittredge, 1944

Silver fir

2.10

Kittredge, 1944

Norway spruce

2.00 - 2.30

Kittredge, 1944

Broadleaf
Canyon live oak

2.66

Kittredge, 1944

European beech

1.51 - 1.70

Kittredge, 1944

Japanese beech

1.87

Nomoto,

Eucalyptus

1.66

Attiwill, 1962

Ceanothus

2.27

Kittredge, 1945

Manzanita

2.13

Kittredge, 1945

1964
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.

included values for the slopes and intercepts of the same-model for.
different soil types.. ‘I arranged Mason/s and Hutchings? results into
three groups of increasingly poorer soil-water relations as follows: .

Soils

Median
Slope

Loams

1.62

Limy Loams

1,94

-.800

Shales and Clays

1.98

-1.191

Median
Intercept
.

-.925

Comparing the slope and intercept values, obtained by Safcoo and Mason
and Hutchings, it appears that stress to the plant increases the value
of the slope and decreases the intercept.
My investigation was concerned with sagebrush from a particular
size-vigor classification.

However, if the trends in slopes and

intercepts, discussed above, can be interpreted in terms of vigor, they
suggest that for an overmature sagebrush, the slope of the equation of
the crown leaf area-bush size relation would be larger and- the intercept
would be smaller" than the values in the equation derived in my study.
Prediction equations. Field measures of bush size cannot be
used to predict crown leaf area as precisely as laboratory measures of
bush size.

Nevertheless, field measures are preferred because they do

not involve detailed time-consuming measurements. Using field measures,
the best prediction equation for crown leaf area is the relation
between crown leaf area and crown ellipse area.

Two field measures are

required, the lengths of the long and short diameters of the crown.
2
transformed standard error of estimate for this equation was 383 cm

and the coefficient of determination was 0.92.

The■

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Crown,leaf area of mountain big sagebrush was measured by
dividing crown leaf volume by mean leaf thickness.

It was shown that

the leaf area-leaf weight relation developed using these measurements
of. crown leaf area was not different from the leaf area-leaf weight
relation developed using length sums estimates of leaf area obtained
from an independent set of leaf samples.
Bush size was determined by both laboratory and field measure
ments.

Laboratory measurements included total bush weight, stem

weight, total bush volume, and stem volume.

Field measurements

included the long and short diameters of the crown, their squared
values, the area of the crown ellipse, and the surface area of a
prolate spheroid fitted to the crown.
The best model of the crown leaf area-bush size relation was:
In (Y) = a '+ b eIn(X) ,
the allometric model.
of bush size.

(28

Where Y is crown leaf area and X is a measure

The parameters of this model fell into two classes,

depending on whether laboratory or field measures of bush size were .
fitted.
The slope parameter of the model, fitted with the laboratory
measurements, was essentially 1.00.

Interpreted, this means that

crown leaf area changes directly and at the same rate as the laboratory
measures of bush.size.

Comparison of the indexes of fit for the
44

allometric and the linear models showed that the allometric model fit
the crown leaf area-bush size, relation.substantially better than the
linear model.
The slope parameter of the model, fitted with the field measure
ments, ranged from about 1.25 to 2.50.

Interpreted,, this means that

crown leaf area increases as a power function of these field measures
of bush size.
From the literature, reported values of the parameters of the
allometric model, fitted to similar data, were examined with respect to
site conditions and plant vigor.

The results suggested that for more

demanding site conditions (competition or poorer soil-water relations)
or correspondingly poorer plant vigor, the intercept and slope values
for the model decreased and increased, respectively.
As expected, crown leaf area is predicted best by crown leaf
weight» The equation was
In(Y) = 4.04 + 1.03 ln(X)

(29)

2
where Y is crown leaf area (cm ) and X is crown leaf weight (gm) .

The transformed standard error of estimate for this equation was
97 cm

2

and the coefficient of determination was 0.99*
The best equation predicting, crown leaf area from field

measures of bush size was
ln(Y) = -1.55 h 1.27 ln(X)
2
2
where Y is crown leaf area (cm ) and X is crown ellipse area (cm ).

The transformed standard error of estimate for this equation was
383 cm

2

and the coefficient of determination was 0.92.

(30)

APPENDIX.

The shape, size, weight, and thickness of sagebrush leaves
vary considerably from bush to bush and from leaf to leaf on the same
bush (Beetle, 1960).

Morphological variability of leaves on the same

bush is related to their position on the bush.

Leaves on vegetative

shoots occur in tight whorls, the outermost, leaf being the largest
and most deeply lobed.

Toward the center of the whorl the leaves

become successively smaller and less deeply lobed.

Leaves on

flowering shoots occur in open whorls and the-leaf margins are
usually entire.
The variability of leaves from bush to bush is related to
several conditions.

Intraspecific genetic variation is often an

expected cause for variation, but in the field this variation cannot
be separated from the effects of unique site influences on each
bush or from seasonal effects on growth.

Some variability is also

due to the size and age of the bush.
Knowledge of the magnitudes of the components of variation
allows one to assess the reliability of leaf measurements and also
to plan experiments that will extract information much more efficiently.
Leaf area. The variability of leaf area was anallzed to
isolate variance components due to bushes, samples, and length sum
determinations. The analysis was based on 25 bushes, two samples
per bush, and four determinations per sample.
46
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. The variance components, .due .to -bushes, samples^ and.length
sum determinations.were:
n
Source

i
r
d*f.

Bushes

24

25.98

Samples

25

4.67

. 0.59

150

2.31

2.31

Determinations

-

-

Component
Estimates
'

.. 2.66

The method for estimating leaf area, by length, sums contributes a ,
large portion of the variability.
somewhat larger.

However, bush to bush variation is

Variability of leaf area on the same bush is much

less. The experiment would be improved by collecting more bushes and .
making more length sum determinations on a single sample from each bush.
Leaf weight.

Variability of leaf weights is accounted for by

many of the same factors.that contribute to variability of leaf area.
Site conditions may particularly affect the time that secondary leaf
tissues form and the amount of secondary thickening that occurs.
Leaf weights from the set of data described above were
analized to determine the variation of leaf weights on the same bush
variation from bush to bush.

Variance components were:

M.S.

Component
Estimates

Source

d.f.

Bushes

24

0.00429

0.00203

Samples

25

0.00022

0.00022

Individual bush differences contributed the major proportion
of leaf weight variability.

The relative contribution of bushes

to the variance of leaf weight is approximately twice as large as the

: 48
relative contribution .of bushes.to the variance of leaf area.

In

both cases the experiment .would .be more .efficient .if .measurements
were made on more bushes and.fewer samples*
Leaf thickness. ;Leaf, thickness- varies not only with site,
age, size, and rainfall events but changes almost continuously
throughout the growing season.

Measurement differences also occur

depending on the sensitivity of the instrument and whether measurements
are made on or between leaf veins.
Leaf thicknesses were measured over leaf veins at two times
during the growing season.

The average leaf thickness was 0.29 mm.

The coefficient of variation of mean leaf thickness is about 10%.
Components of variation identified for leaf thickness"
measurements were:

Source

d.f.

M.S.

Component
Estimates

Bushes

24

0.002279

0.000096

Samples

25

0.001324

0.000078

200

0.000934

0.000934

Leaves

These data are based on 25 bushes, two samples per bush, and five
leaves per sample.
The largest contribution to the variability of leaf thickness
is from leaf-to-leaf differences.
is quite small.

However, the actual variation

Spatial Arrangement of .Leav.es, .

The spatial arrangement of.leaves was determined to aid in
developing, the model of the relation between crown leaf area and
the surface area of the crown.

The vertical.distribution of leaves

(leaf weight) is concentrated at about two-thirds bush height.
Seventy percent of the leaf weight occurs in a shell over the top
half of the crown..
The horizontal distribution of leaves 9 when viewed directly
from above, is quite uniform.

The average estimated percent of the

crown area occupied by leaves was 33%.
this value was 7%.

The standard deviation of
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